Emotional facial expressions at the onset of temporal lobe seizures: observations on scalp and intracranial EEG recordings.
The initial facial expressions of 195 complex partial seizures of 98 patients with temporal lobe epilepsy were reviewed in relation to the laterality and focality of electroencephalographic (EEG) seizure origin. A neutral expression was observed most often (71) followed in frequency by expressions of disgust (13), happiness (7) and sadness (7). There was no expression of anger, surprise and fear. No correlation was found between the type of facial expression and the side of seizure origin. However, among 27 patients examined by means of intracranial EEG recordings, it was evident that a disgust expression occurred with oro-alimentary automatisms at the beginning of mesial temporal lobe seizures, whereas a happy one occurred without oro-alimentary automatisms at the beginning of lateral temporal lobe seizures. Although the facial expressions were not always related to the concurrent ictal emotion, it appeared that the majority of the patients with the disgust expression had autonomic features, while those of the happy/sad expression had psychic/sensory ones. It was concluded that (1) a disgust expression occurs as an indirect consequence of "crude sensation," while a happy/sad expression occurs as a direct consequence of "elaborate mental state" (Jackson) and (2) facial expressions must be reviewed in relation to focality rather than laterality in temporal lobe seizures.